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+e development of intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) faces the challenge of integrating data from multiple unrelated
sources. As one of the core technologies of knowledge integration in ITS, an ontology typically provides a normative definition of
transportation domain that can be used as a reference for information integration. However, due to the subjectivity of domain
experts, a concept may be expressed in multiple ways, yielding the ontology heterogeneity problem. Ontology matching (OM) is
an effective method of addressing it, which is of help to further realize the mutual communication between the ontology-based
ITSs. In this work, we first propose to use Word2Vec to model the entities in vector space and calculate their similarity values.
+en, a stable marriage-based alignment extraction algorithm is presented to determine high-quality alignment. In the ex-
periment, the performance of the proposal is tested by using the benchmark track of OAEI and real transportation ontologies.+e
experimental results show that our approach is able to obtain higher quality alignment results than OAEI’s participants and other
state-of-the-art ontology matching techniques.

1. Introduction

Data in the transportation domain are complex and varied
[1–3]. +ese data come from a variety of data collection
methods such as traffic sensors, surveys, and devices [4].
+erefore, the development of intelligent transportation
systems (ITSs) faces the challenge of integrating data from
multiple unrelated sources [5–7]. +ese data are semanti-
cally imprecise, conceptually ambiguous, and informative.
As one of the core technologies of knowledge integration in
ITS, an ontology typically provides a formal and normative
definition of domain knowledge [8–10]. +ey enable col-
laboration between ontology-based ITSs by defining related
concepts in the domain and the relationships between
concepts [4]. However, due to the subjectivity of domain
experts, the notion of a concept might be expressed in
multiple ways [11, 12]. In order to achieve mutual

communication between ontology-based ITSs, it is impor-
tant to determine the logical relationships between het-
erogeneous ontologies [13]. Ontology matching (OM) is an
important technique to solve the problem of semantic
heterogeneity [14, 15], which is dedicated to discovering
correspondences between related entities (e.g., classes and
properties) in different ontologies [16]. For this reason, it is
effective to use ontology matching techniques to solve the
existing semantic heterogeneity of transport ontologies.

In recent years, researchers have proposed a large
number of ontology alignment strategies and developed
various semiautomated or automated ontology matching
systems [17–19]. However, the existing ontology matching
schemes have many drawbacks: the matcher’s poor ontology
similarity calculation, inefficient extraction of ontology
mapping results, etc. To address these drawbacks, we first
propose to useWord2Vec [20] tomodel the entities in vector
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space, calculate their similarity values, and use Wikipedia
training data to improve the model’s generalizability and the
alignment’s quality. Moreover, a stable marriage-based
ontology extraction algorithm is presented to improve the
quality of alignment.

+e rest content of this article is as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly describe the application of the ontology matching
to transportation data. Section 3 presents ontology and
ontology matching in detail. In Section 4, we develop an
ontology matching system using the Word2Vec model. We
propose Word2Vec-based similarity measure and stable
marriage-based ontology extraction algorithm in Sections 5
and 6. In Section 7, experimental results and analysis are
described. Finally, conclusion and future work are provided
in Section 8.

2. Related Work

Ontology matching is well suited to solve the problems
arising from semantic ambiguity and large data volume in
transportation data [21–23]. Benvenuti et al. [24] integrated
Transmodel ontologies and KPIOnto to facilitate the study
of public road monitoring systems. +e Transmodel is a
reference data model about the European public transport
information system that represents traffic ontologies and
their relationships. Bermejo et al. [25], in order to avoid the
use of a central decision point in a traffic network, proposed
to treat each vehicle as an ontology that gives it reasoning
capabilities. In emergency traffic control, each vehicle in the
proposed system is a decision point that considers the state
and location of neighboring vehicles and collaborates with
them to reach consensus in real time. Overall, ontology
provides a prescriptive approach to the development of
knowledge in the transportation domain that can support
integrated information in a variety of ways. Standardization
efforts in transportation can be greatly assisted by the on-
tology engineering approach.

Recently, the technique for calculating words’ similarity
and relevance using the Word2Vec model from word em-
bedding has become a research hotspot and is gradually
applied to the domain of ontology matching. Xue and Pan
[26] modeled the ontology in vector space and then used the
linguistic information of the entities to reduce the dimen-
sionality, which improved the efficiency of similarity cal-
culation and entity matching. Zhang et al. [27] introduced
word embedding techniques to the field of ontology
matching and proposed a hybrid method that incorporates
word embedding into the calculation of semantic similarity
between elements. Teslya and Savosin [28] proposed a
Word2Vec vector-based language model for the ontology
mapping problem.+emodel extends on the basis of specific
ontology relations. +e semantics of the language is used to
match ontologies without considering the form of words or
specific terms. It can be seen that it is feasible to calculate the
semantic similarity using the Word2Vec model. As for
alignment result extraction, with a large number of matching
methods being proposed, researchers usually need to inte-
grate multiple strategies to improve the quality of alignment.
To better extract matching results, a stable marriage-based

ontology extraction algorithm is proposed in this work,
which further improves the performance of the matcher.

3. Ontology and Ontology Matching

An ontology is a conceptualized normative description on
the domain knowledge [29–31]. Specifically, an ontology
normatively defines classes, properties, other entities in a
domain [32, 33], and the relationships between them. Fig-
ure 1 shows the ontology in a road accident [34]. +e words
in the rectangular box are classes, e.g., “Ting,” “Vehicle,” and
“Insurance Company.” +e hollow arrows indicate the
structural relationship between two classes, e.g., “Official
Agency” is a subclass of “Insurance Company” and “Road
Accident” is a subclass of “Event.” +e black arrows rep-
resent properties that describe the relationship between the
two classes. However, the same entity could be constructed
in multiple ways in different ontologies, yielding the
problem of semantic heterogeneity between ontologies.

In order to illustrate the matching problem, the result of
matching between two simple ontologies O and O′ is pre-
sented in Figure 2. +e two ontologies in the figure have
descriptions of classes, properties, and instances. Classes are
displayed in rectangles. Structure-based relationships are
shown as broken line arrows. In O, “Chairman” is a spe-
cialization (subclass) of “Person.” Correspondences are shown
as blue double arrows that connect classes from O to classes
fromO′ and depict their relationships.+ere are symbols:⊥, ⊆
(or ⊇), and ≡ , which mean disjointness, more specific (or less
specific), and equivalence relation, respectively. For example,
the “Subject Area” in one ontology is equivalent to the “Topic”
in another ontology, and the “Regular Author” is an irrelevant
relationship with the “Reviewer.”

4. The Framework of W2V-OM

+is work constructs an ontology matcher (W2V-OM) that
calculates the similarity values of two entities using the
Word2Vec model, as shown in Figure 3. +e dataset for
training the Word2Vec model is the English Language
Wikipedia articles in theWikipedia database [35].+e corpus is
universal and can cope with language processing problems in
many domains.+ese textual data are unstructured and need to
be preprocessed into structured data. After the model is
trained, the source transportation ontology and the target
ontology are parsed. +e entities extracted from the ontology
are fed into the word2vec model to calculate the cosine sim-
ilarity and integrate the linguistic-based similarity measure to
yield the similarity matrix. +en, the ontology mapping results
are obtained using the stable marriage-based ontology ex-
traction algorithm. Finally, the ontology matching quality is
evaluated based on reference alignment.

5. Word2Vec-Based Similarity Measure

+e similarity measure is a function where the information
of two ontology entities is used as input and a real number
between [0, 1] is output to represent their similarity [36].
Specifically, the closer the result is to 1, the more similar they
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are; the closer the result is to 0, the less similar they are.
Similarity measure is an important part of the ontology
matching process. Utilizing different similarity measure
affects the results of ontology alignment. In this work, we use
two categories of similarity measures to calculate the sim-
ilarity values of two entities, i.e., linguistic-based measure
and cosine similarity measure using the Word2Vec model.

Word2Vec is a language model Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) where words or phrases are represented as real

number vectors. Similar words usually have the proximity of
vectors and are mapped to the same region, as shown in
Figure 4. With regard to the ontology representation in vector
space, it means that a class or a property of ontologies can be
represented in dimensions of the vector space. Specifically, the
different classes or properties are uniquely represented in the
vector space.+e vector space covers all classes and properties
in both ontologies. In this work, the dimensions of the vector
space are determined by all the classes and properties in the
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Figure 1: An example of a road accident ontology.
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Figure 2: An example of ontology alignment.
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two ontologies. +e Word2Vec model is trained using the
Wikipedia English corpus. Each entity is represented as a
vector in vector space, and then, the similarity of the two
entities is calculated using the cosine similarity formula. +e
formula is defined as follows:

Cosine Similarity Vw1
, Vw2

  �
Vw1

· Vw2

Vw1
· Vw2

, (1)

where Vw1
and Vw2

are, respectively, the vectors of two words
w1 andw2 and Vw1

andVw2
, respectively, denote their norms.

+e linguistic similarity between two words is calculated
by semantic relations (synonymy and antonymy), which is
generally done using dictionaries and lists of synonyms.
WordNet [37], a vocabulary database that builds semantic
networks based on the semantic information of words, is
used to calculate similarity. +e linguistic similarity of two
words w1 and w2 is 1 when w1 and w2 are synonyms in
WordNet; the similarity is 0.5 whenw1 andw2 are hypernym
in WordNet; in other cases, the similarity is 0.

+e two similarity measures produce two similarity
matrices, and it is necessary to use an aggregation strategy to
set the different matrices into one matrix. In this work, we
empirically use the maximum strategy to integrate the
similarity measures, i.e., the larger one of two similarity
values is selected as the final similarity value, which is of help
to ensure the completeness of the alignment.

6. Stable Marriage-Based Alignment Extraction

Integrating the results computed from the similarity mea-
sures in a similarity matrix. +e ith row and jth column of
this matrix represent the entities eSi and eTj in the source
ontology OS and the target ontology OT, respectively. +e
values in thematrix indicate the similarity of the two entities.
Larger similarity values indicate higher confidence in the

equivalence of the two entities and vice versa indicates less
confidence. In this paper, we propose a stable marriage-
based ontology extraction algorithm that incorporates a
thresholding strategy to obtain better mapping results. +e
specific steps are as follows: (1) all similarity values in the
matrix are sorted in descending order, (2) record the po-
sition (eSi, eTj, mij) of the maximum similarity in the matrix,
where mij is the maximum similarity, (3) set the value in the
same row and column of mij as 0, and (4) repeat the above
three steps until all similarity values in the matrix are 0.

Figure 5 presents the results of extracting the ontology
mapping using the proposed method. As shown in the figure,
six entity correspondences were finally extracted, which are
(eS,1, eT,1, 0.95), (eS,2, eT,2, 0.88), (eS,3, eT,3, 0.6), (eS,5, eT,5,0.6),
(eS,6, eT,5, 0.6), and (eS,4, eT,4, 0.1). +e proposed algorithm
terminates when all similarity values in the matrix are zero,
which may result in extracting some entity correspondences
with low similarity. For the mapping results, these low simi-
larities are noise. +is work therefore incorporates a threshold
strategy. A threshold parameter is set and the algorithm is
terminated when all values in the similarity matrix are less than
the threshold. Assume a threshold of 0.5, i.e., a similarity of less
than 0.5 is not reliable. +en, the similarity matrix extraction
results are (eS,1, eT,1, 0.95), (eS,2, eT,2, 0.88), (eS,3, eT,3, 0.6), (eS,5,
eT,5, 0.6), and (eS,6, eT,5, 0.6).

7. Experiment

7.1. Experimental Configuration. In the experiment, the
performance of our proposal is tested using real sensor
ontologies in the transportation field, as well as the
benchmark track provided by the Ontology Alignment
Evaluation Initiative (OAEI). +e benchmark test library is
constructed from reference ontologies in different domains.
Each test case in the benchmark track contains two
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Figure 3: +e framework of W2V-OM.
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ontologies to be matched (a target ontology and a source
ontology) and a reference alignment for evaluating the ef-
fectiveness of the ontology matcher. +e real sensor on-
tologies used are OSSN, SN, SOSA, and SSN. Table 1
presents a detailed description of the benchmark test
cases, and the concise introduction of the sensor ontologies
is given in Table 2. In order to assess the quality of ontology
matching results, the following are the traditional definitions
of ontology alignment metrics:

recall �
correct foun d correspon de nces

all possible correspon de nces
,

precision �
correct foun d correspon de nces

all foun d correspon de nces
,

f − measure �
2∗ reacll∗precision

recall + precesion
,

(2)

where precision and recall denote the accuracy and com-
pleteness of the alignment results, respectively, and f − measure

is the harmonic mean of precision and recall to balance them.

7.2. Comparison with OAEI’s Participants. Figures 6–8
present the comparison between W2V-OM and the par-
ticipants of OAEI in terms of recall, precision, and f-mea-
sure, respectively. In the figures, the horizontal axis indicates
the testing case ID, the vertical axis indicates the alignment’s
evaluation metric, and the legends indicate the different
matching systems. As shown in the figure, the W2V-OM is
higher than the other OAEI’s participants in terms of recall
and F-measure. With respect to precision, our approach
outperforms the other participants in most cases. In sum-
mary, the performance ofW2V-OMproposed in this work is
better than OAEI’s participants and can determine high-
quality ontology alignment.
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Figure 4: Model the words in vector space. (a) Male-Female. (b) Verb tense. (c) Country-Capital.
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Figure 5: An example of alignment extraction.
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Table 1: A detailed description of the benchmark test case.

Cases ID Case introduction
101–104 Two same ontologies
201–210 Two ontologies with different linguistic and lexical features
221–247 Two different structures of ontologies
248–262 Two ontologies with different structure, linguistic, and lexical features

Table 2: A concise introduction of the sensor ontologies.

Ontology name Scale Website
Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology 55 entities https://www.w3.org/ns/ssn/
Original Semantic Sensor Network (OSSN) ontology 107 entities https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/wiki/SSN#Sensor

SensorOntology2009 (SN) ontology 152 entities https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/wiki/
SensorOntology2009

Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator (SOSA)
ontology 42 entities https://www.w3.org/ns/sosa/
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Figure 6: Comparison among W2V-OM and OAEI’s participants in terms of precision.
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Figure 7: Comparison among W2V-OM and OAEI’s participants in terms of recall.
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7.3. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Ontology Matchers.
Regarding the alignment of sensor ontologies, four popular
ontology matchers were used as comparison groups, which
are based on WordNet similarity [37], similarity flooding
(SF) [38], Jaro–Winkler distance [39], and Levenshtein
distance [40]. Table 3 shows the experimental results of
sensor ontologies alignment. As can be seen from experi-
mental results, W2V-OM outperforms other methods in
four real sensor ontology matching tasks, which demon-
strates the effectiveness of our approach.

Since our approach uses Word2Vec to map ontologies
into vector space, the similarity is derived by calculating the
vector cosine angle of the two entities. +e model fully
considers the string-based similarity measure and obtains a
high similarity. In the mapping result extraction process, the
similarity value of the matched entities should be the largest
in the same row and column, which means that these two
entities are the best alignment. +e performance of the
matcher is further improved by retaining the entity

correspondences with larger similarity values from the
similarity matrix using the stable marriage strategy. To sum
up, comparison with other matchers demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed method.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

+e purpose of matching transportation ontologies is to
determine all the heterogeneous entity pairs. To this end, this
work first models entities in vector space with Word2vec and
uses the cosine similarity measure to calculate two entities’
similarity value. After that, a stable marriage-based alignment
extraction algorithm is used to determine high-quality
alignment. +e experimental results indicate that our ap-
proach can obtain higher quality alignment results compared
to state-of-the-art ontologymatchers andOAEI’s participants.

In the future, we will adopt more advanced similarity
measures to improve ontology similarity results. We also
want to extend ontologies in the transportation domain,
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Figure 8: Comparison among W2V-OM and OAEI’s participants in terms of F-measure.

Table 3: Comparison among W2V-OM and the state-of-the-art ontology matchers.

Alignment
task

Ontology alignment
metrics

WordNet-based
matcher

SF-based
matcher

Jaro-Winkler-based
matcher

Levenshtein-based
matcher

W2V-
OM

SOSA-SN
Recall 1.00 0.07 1.00 1.00 1.00

Precision 0.33 0.13 0.75 0.75 1.00
f-measure 0.50 1.00 0.86 0.86 1.00

SOSA-OSSN
Recall 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.00 1.00

Precision 0.67 0.20 1.00 1.00 1.00
f-measure 0.80 0.29 1.00 1.00 1.00

SSN-OSSN
Recall 0.97 0.35 1.00 1.00 1.00

Precision 0.80 0.06 0.94 1.00 1.00
f-measure 0.88 0.11 0.97 1.00 1.00

SSN-SN
Recall 1.00 0.56 1.00 1.00 1.00

Precision 0.52 0.02 0.90 1.00 1.00
f-measure 0.70 0.04 0.95 1.00 1.00
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such as the road traffic management ontology and the road
accident ontology. Since transportation ontology matching
requires particular alignment and knowledge background,
specific techniques and strategies need to be proposed to
enhance the quality of matching.
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